
The Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone

The Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone tells the story of the

saxophone, its history and technical development from its invention

by Adolphe Sax c. 1840 to the end of the twentieth century. It

includes extensive accounts of the instrument’s history in jazz, rock

and classical music as well as providing performance guides.

Discussion of the repertoire and soloists from 1850 to the present

day includes accessible descriptions of contemporary techniques and

trends, and moves into the electronic age with midi wind

the orchestra, in ‘light music’, and in rock and pop studios, as well as

of the saxophone quartet as an important chamber music medium.

The contributors to this volume are some of the finest performers

and experts on the saxophone.

Richard Ingham is a lecturer at Leeds College of Music and is a

member of the Northern Saxophone Quartet.
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From saxophone quartets by Strauss

On days off from the Opera House,

Or works by Milhaud and Ravel

Or Villa-Lobos in Brazil,

To Lester leaping in possessed

By his brass-belled iconoclast,

The sound we hear is yours, Adolphe,

Posterity, its howling wolf,

Time salivating on a reed

And fingering at breakneck speed.

from Douglas Dunn, An Address to Adolphe

Sax in Heaven (Northlight, 1988)
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Preface

The story of the saxophone is one of frustration, despair and discovery in the nine-

teenth century, and one of limitless horizons in the twentieth century. By persuad-

ing my fellow contributors to tell this story, incorporating a historical overview

with authentic technical and performance guidelines, I hope that this book goes

some way towards capturing in print the multi-faceted nature of an instrument

which, on the brink of the twenty-first century, enjoys a popularity far beyond the

imagination of M. Sax, the eponymous hero.

I am grateful to all the authors, who are outstanding performers and experts in

their respective fields, first of all for their writing, which I have been privileged to

read and study at length during the editing process, and also for their time and

patience in answering queries and providing much additional information

beyond their original tasks. The history of the saxophone is not extensively docu-

mented, and indeed in some areas is documented for the first time in this volume;

consequently much patient but rewarding detective work has been necessary. Of

existing writing it soon became clear that the books by Harry Gee, Frederick

Hemke, Wally Horwood and Jean-Marie Londeix have had an enormous impact

on our subject, making this text a slightly easier proposition than it might other-

wise have been. Wally Horwood, who sadly died in 1996 and who was to have

contributed to this volume, will long be remembered for his scholarship and

enthusiasm.

The subject area, encompassing classical music, jazz and rock, is most certainly

a wide one, and I am particularly pleased that the authors represent an equally

wide cross-section of the international saxophone fraternity. I hope that the

content will be attractive to both the casual reader and the saxophile, both of

whom will find that the book contains much scientific and academic rigour, yet

never loses its aim of telling a story. A book of this length cannot hope to be com-

prehensive in every area; information, lists and tables are offered where it is felt

that the publication of this material will be beneficial to the future development of

the instrument.

My thanks are due to many people who have helped to bring this book to frui-

tion. It would not be possible to catalogue here the full extent of Don Ashton’s

assistance; I will just mention his tireless efforts in producing all the diagrams and

charts, music type setting and provision of computer hardware, in conjunction

with his scientific knowledge of the subject, kind hospitality and unfailing encour-

agement. My colleague Peter Nichols was kind enough to provide an excellent

translation of the text by Claude Delangle and Jean-Denis Michat, and I am very

glad that I wandered into John Brown’s office at Leeds College of Music one after-

noon, a meeting which led to John offering his considerable artistic skills in the

service of the book.

My wife Julia has tolerated the closed study door for longer than she ought, and
[xiii]
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has at the same time prevented two very small puzzled children from playing

games with pieces of paper and photographs which their father might not have

appreciated. I would like to thank Penny Souster at Cambridge University

Press for initiating this exciting project, and for her gentle but readily available

guidance at all stages of its conception and writing. Many colleagues have

provided information and assistance, a small number of whom are mentioned in

the Acknowledgements; in particular I am indebted to Eugene Rousseau and

Dennis Langfield for their continued help and inspiration.
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Abbreviations

CASS Clarinet & Saxophone Society of Great Britain

NASA North American Saxophone Alliance

Pitch registers are indicated using the Helmholtz scheme:
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